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Abstract: Global Vertical Farming (VF) applications with characteristic Industry 4.0 connectivity will
become more and more relevant as the challenges of food supply continue to increase worldwide.
In this work, a cost-effective and portable instrument that enables accurate pH measurements for
VF applications is presented. We demonstrate that by performing a well-designed calibration of the
sensor, a near Nernstian response, 57.56 [mV/pH], ensues. The system is compared to a ten-fold more
expensive laboratory gold standard, and is shown to be accurate in determining the pH of substances
in the 2–14 range. The instrument yields precise pH results with an average absolute deviation
of 0.06 pH units and a standard deviation of 0.03 pH units. The performance of the instrument is
ADC-limited, with a minimum detectable value of 0.028 pH units, and a typical absolute accuracy of
±0.062 pH units. By meticulously designing bias and amplification circuitry of the signal conditioning
stage, and by optimizing the signal acquisition section of the instrument, a (minimum) four-fold
improvement in performance is expected.

Keywords: pH-instrument; Vertical Farming; Industry 4.0; Nernstian response; cost-effective; portable;
instrumentation

1. Introduction

Globally, numerous industries employ the pH level for multiple purposes. For instance,
the pH is recurrently used as a central metric to determine the alkalinity. Furthermore, by
controlling the pH, an efficient coagulation of sludge in wastewater can be guaranteed [1–3].
Similarly, pH serves as a reference to monitor and prevent corrosion in pipes and boilers
[4,5]. In fermentation processes, continuous quantification of the pH is relevant to avoid
the generation of unwanted and harmful by-products [6–8]. In the brewing industry, the
pH serves to determine aging, increments in hop hardness, and bittering concentrations
[9–11]. For perishable products, such as meat and fish, the pH level reveals shelf life and
freshness [12–15]. Finally, the pH is central to determine ripening stage, as a function of
ethylene concentration, of fruits and vegetables [16–18].

Our laboratory specializes in applied research and technology development in the
field of Precision Farming (PF). PF is defined as the optimal utilization of technology to
accurately assess: planting density, fertilizer quantity, and farming supplies, as needed to
precisely predict crop production and yield [19].

Of particular interest to our group is the important field of Vertical Farming (VF).
VF refers to systems of agriculture where salads, microgreens, herbs, etc. are grown
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under artificial light as supplemental irradiation, and sensing technology is integrated
to continuously improve quality and yield. VF ensures sustainability by addressing the
problem of food security for the growing population around the world [20]. In VF solutions,
plants are produced in Closed Plant Production Systems, which are generally hydroponic,
aeroponic, or aquaponic [21]. In particular, a VF hydroponic system is being constructed
in our laboratory, which consists of three distinct vertical racks where various plants
can be grown. Each variety is exposed to a specific light recipe depending on the plant
characteristics. Ambient humidity and temperature sensors are distributed along the racks
to monitor plant parameters. The nutrients come from a reservoir that incorporates a pump,
as well as water level, temperature, total dissolved solids, and pH sensors. Finally, these
sensors communicate wirelessly with a gateway, which transmits the data to a dashboard.

In the field of VF, the pH is called a main soil parameter, because its measurement
generates main or primary information for soil fertilization and bioremediation processes.
Moreover, the pH level is central to VF, since it influences the chemical, physical, and
biological soil properties, affecting factors such as plant growth, de-nitrification, plant
toxicity, bacterial activity, and soil nutrients [22,23]. In the past, several groups have re-
ported the construction of instrumentation to enable pH measurements. For example, Jin
et al. [24] developed a pH potentiometer applicable to teaching in a chemistry laboratory
setting. Moreover, a pH sensor to assess the changes in cementitious materials, through
a sol-gel process with an alizarin yellow as meter, has been developed [25]. Addition-
ally, portable chemical sensors, requiring specialized processes for manufacturing, have
been reported for non-invasive real-time monitoring of parameters for medical care and
disease diagnosis [26,27]. Manjakkal et al. [28] integrated an electrochemical pH sensor,
applicable to several industries, with a screen printed on flexible substrates through CuO
nanostructures exhibiting nanorods morphology. The measurement range was established
to be 5–8.5 pH units. Dang et al. [29] developed a wireless system for monitoring pH of
sweat, integrated by a pair of serpentine-shaped stretchable interconnects. The authors
constructed a reference electrode using graphite-polyurethane composites for biological
applications. Cordoba et al. [30] reported the development of an optical sensor, which
requires a high-cost external instrument to determine the pH level. Rasheed et al. [31]
designed a multilayer (ZnO/Ag/ZnO) film pH sensor, which was tested as an extended
gate field effect transistor. The pH detection range was demonstrated to be 2–12 pH units.
Lastly, solutions using ISFET (Sensitive Field Effect Transistors) sensors, which have the
advantage of being small, have been proposed. Nonetheless, with ISFET sensors, samples
under study must be small, and the measuring range is limited to 10 pH units (1.5 to
11.5 pH) [32].

An essential aspect of any instrument intended for VF use is that such instrumentation
must meet availability, portability, and cost-effectiveness constraints to enable global adop-
tion. Furthermore, the global food supply chain, which by 2050 will have to increase its
capacity by 60–70% due to the growth of the world population [33], would benefit greatly
if connected (characteristic of Industry 4.0 solutions) pH sensors were available. Thus,
the goal of this article is to describe the implementation of a portable, cost-effective, and
connected instrument that enables accurate pH measurements for VF and, more generally,
Industry 4.0 applications.

This work is divided into six sections. Section 2 deals with the theoretical background,
as required to address pH sensing for global Vertical Farming applications. In Section 3, the
instrument is described in the context of a three-layer Internet of Things architecture. Here,
the circuit design for pH measurements is presented. In Section 4, the results of sensor
characterization and pH measurements are presented. The discussion section, presented in
Section 5, describes two modifications that can be implemented to the circuitry, in order to
increase the precision of the instrument. Finally, the results of this work and future research
directions are summarized in Section 6.
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2. Theoretical Background
pH Sensing Aspects: Considerations for Global Industry 4.0 Applications

The term Potentia Hydrogenii, commonly known as pH, was originally proposed
by Sørensen to describe the solution pressure of hydrogen-ions in aqueous solutions.
Nowadays, the pH is conceived as a metric to quantify the activity of hydrogen-ions, aH+,
in any solution. Mathematically, the pH is defined as shown in Equation (1) [34]:

pH = − log aH+ (1)

The most common materials utilized for constructing electrochemical pH sensors
include: 1. Glass Electrodes, 2. Metal Oxides, 3. Polymer/Carbon, and 4. Metal/Metal
Oxide-Metal Composites [35]. The suitability of any of the aforementioned sensors to
address global Industry 4.0 challenges, including Vertical Farming, depends on worldwide
availability, accessibility, and cost-efficiency of the constituting materials. Unquestionably,
the Glass Electrode is a front-runner by fulfilling the requirements needed for global adop-
tion of pH sensing. Glass electrodes [36], including the well-known silver|silver-chloride
(Ag|AgCl) arrangement, implement a two electrode setup. These potentiometric systems
consist of working and reference electrodes. Furthermore, the main working concept of
these pH sensors relies on measuring equilibrium conditions at the surface of the working
electrode. Under equilibrium conditions, Nernst’s Law, shown in Equation (2) applies, and
describes the (half) cell potential in terms of the activity of the electroactive species [37]:

Eeq = E0 +

(
RT
nF

)
ln
(

a0

aR

)
= E0 + 2.303

(
RT
nF

)
log

(
a0

aR

)
(2)

where
Eeq represents the electric potential at equilibrium [V],
E0 denotes standard potential [V],
R is the universal gas constant; 8.314 [J mol−1 K−1],
T represents the temperature [K],
n denotes the electrons number,
F is the Faraday constant; 96,485 [C mol−1],
a0 represents the activity of the oxidizing agent,
aR denotes the activity of the reducing agent.
In a practical setting, on one side of the sensor, the reference electrode is exposed to

a well-known and constant solution of hydrogen-ion activity, e.g., a buffer solution. On
the other side of the sensor, the electrode is in contact with the pH solution under study.
Due to the aforementioned sensor design, the contribution of one (i.e., the reference) of the
electrodes is known, and Equation (2) can be rewritten as a function of the pH under study,
as expressed in Equation (3):

E = E0 −
(

2.303 × RT
nF

)
pH (3)

Detection electronics, signal conditioning and acquisition, as well as wireless commu-
nications of the electrical signal are critical aspects in sensing (pH) variables for global VF
(and Industry 4.0) applications, especially due to the fact that a majority of the (farming)
operations occur in places with scarce access to technology. Therefore, the instrumentation
required to accurately measure pH for global Industry 4.0 applications is far from trivial,
requiring accurate characterization of the expected signals and a suitable design that is
applicable to the setting where the technology will be implemented.

Taking these considerations for global VF applications into account, an accurate
characterization of the expected signal is indispensable. For a standard and globally
available silver|silver-chloride reference electrode configuration, the electrochemical redox
response is well known (Ag|AgCl standard potential being 220 mV [38]) and involves the
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generation of only one electron. Consequently, the relationship between electric potential
and pH is linear, and the slope is a function of temperature (refer to Equation (3)). Assuming
a working temperature of 25 ◦C, the ideal Nernst response is shown in Equation (4):

E = E0 − 59.16 × pH [mV] (4)

As presented in this section, novel materials have been proposed and developed to
measure the pH for various applications. Some of these materials exhibit a sensitivity
(i.e., the slope in the last expression) metric that is greater than the value of the Nernstian
response, described in Equation (4). Nevertheless, despite material and manufacturing
complexities, most sensitivity values oscillate around 40 to 80 [mV/pH]. Furthermore, in
global Industry 4.0 applications, including VF for developing countries, access to electrodes
made with novel materials is scarce, limiting sensitivity to values below the Nernstian
response, 59.16 [mV/pH]. Therefore, the design and implementation of portable and cost-
efficient solutions to accurately measure pH in global Industry 4.0 applications represent
a challenge.

In this work, we present a potentiometric pH measurement instrument that is compat-
ible with readily available glass electrodes (as well as other less conventional sensors), and
that implements an optimal electronic design by being accurate, portable, cost-efficient,
and Industry 4.0 ready for global applications.

3. Materials and Methods

Internet of Things (IoT) is a key enabling technology for Industry 4.0 applications.
No unified or standardized agreement has been reached with respect to IoT architectures.
Nonetheless, every IoT architecture should implement at least three layers [39]. More com-
plex architectures, including four- or five-layered ones, have also been proposed [40]. The
instrument described in this work is unique, compared to other pH sensing devices, because
it incorporates a three-layer IoT architecture with Perception, Network, and Application Layers.

3.1. Materials

In Figure 1, we depict the block diagram of the cost-effective and portable instrument
to enable accurate pH measurements for global VF and, more generally, Industry 4.0
applications, as proposed and implemented by our group. The instrument described in this
work is unique, compared to other pH sensing devices, because it incorporates a three-layer
IoT architecture with Perception, Network, and Application Layers.
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Figure 1. The cost-effective and portable pH instrument has been implemented in a three-layer IoT
architecture, consisting of (a) Perception, (b) Network, and (c) Application Layers. The Perception Layer is
further divided into: (a.1) Sensing, (a.2) Signal Conditioning, and (a.3) Signal Acquisition stages. The
Network Layer has been enabled by means of a Bluetooth (BLE) Communications stage. The Application
Layer utilizes a gateway, in the form of a Smartphone or a Personal Computer, for user interaction.
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As illustrated in Figure 1, the three-layer architecture of the instrument incorporates:
(a) Perception Layer, (b) Network Layer, and (c) Application Layer. The Perception or Physical
Sensor Layer is further divided into: (a.1) Sensing, (a.2) Signal Conditioning, and (a.3) Signal
Acquisition stages. Meanwhile, the Network Layer, used to connect the pH sensor to other
sensors, network devices, or servers, is implemented through a Wireless Bluetooth (BLE)
Communications stage. Finally, the Instrument Application Layer, which is in charge of
providing useful information to the user, is enabled by means of a smartphone or a personal
computer. Hereafter, we describe the materials necessary to implement the sections of the
accurate, cost-effective, and portable instrumentation for pH measurements.

3.1.1. Perception Layer—Sensing Stage

We employ a silver|silver-chloride, Ag|AgCl, glass electrode in a potentiometric ar-
rangement, which is readily available and cost-effective. The implemented sensor (Hinotek,
Ningbo, China, E201-BNC) consists of a working electrode in the form of a glass ball,
filled with a well-known buffer solution, which is in contact with the sample under study.
The reference electrode also interacts with the solution of unknown pH. The sensor is
protected by a cover and maintained in a storage solution, which is central to ensure sensor
performance over time. A schematic of the pH sensor is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The implemented sensor consists of: a. Working electrode in contact with sample under
study; b. Reference electrode interacting with solution of unknown pH; c. Protective cover; d. Storage
solution; and e. Standard BNC connector for interoperability.

Any other pH detector (including those implementing novel materials) in a poten-
tiometric arrangement would, despite accessibility and/or availability constraints, be
compatible with the instrument described in this work, provided it has a standard BNC
connector. Such a connector was selected to ensure interoperability and to facilitate signal
conditioning interfacing.

3.1.2. Perception Layer—Signal Conditioning and Signal Acquisition Stages

As clearly seen from Equation (4), alkaline solutions tend to generate negative potential
differences. Meanwhile, acidic solutions will have a positive trend, in terms of the voltage
generated by the sensor. Therefore, in order to ensure that the electrical waveform is
adequate for analog to digital conversion (ADC), an offset voltage must be implemented in
the signal conditioning stage. As illustrated in Figure 3, a divider network with a stable
voltage input (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA, TL431) of 2.5 V defines the bias voltage.
This offset voltage can be varied by means of a potentiometer (RV1). In the discussion
section, we present key modifications to the passive components of this bias stage of the
signal conditioning circuitry, which serve to optimize pH detection.
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Figure 3. The signal conditioning stage is constructed by implementing an offset section, followed by
a detection/amplification stage. The sensor is coupled using an array of precision op-amps in buffer
and non-inverting amplifier configurations to ensure adequate performance.

Considering that a potentiometric system is in place, pH measurements should be
ideally performed in equilibrium, as emphasized in Equation (2). Therefore, the electrical
current generated between working and reference electrodes should be as negligible as
possible. This implies that the impedance of offset and detection stages should be various
orders of magnitude greater compared to the pH sensor impedance.

The instrument employs an array of precision operational amplifiers, op-amps (Texas
Instruments, TLC4502), with an input impedance of 1 × 1012 [Ω] and a typical bias current
of 1 [pA]. Such a configuration ensures that negligible current flows through the sensor as
required by the potentiometric design. Finally, the amplification section is configured as
a conventional non-inverting amplifier with the gain determined by resistors R6 and R7,
as depicted in Figure 3. In order to facilitate global VF applications, the complete signal
conditioning stage can be implemented in a single electronic module (DIY More, Hong
Kong, China PH-4502C). A thorough revision of such integrated modules is suggested,
in order to determine expected offset, detection, and amplification performance. Finally,
breadboard implementations can be constructed by following the schematic of Figure 3.

The electrical signal generated by the instrument proposed in this work is the sum of
the bias voltage plus the potential difference generated by the pH sensor, as seen in Figure 3.
This signal is amplified and acquired by the ADC of a microcontroller. In our case, an
ATmega328P (Atmel Corporation, San Jose, CA, USA) microcontroller built into an Arduino
UNO board (Smart projects, Ivrea, Italy, Arduino UNO) was used. It is important to note
that, in order to enable global adoption, practically any standard microcontroller, such as
those of the STM32 Family (STMicroelectronics, Grenoble, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, France),
the nRF52 series (Nordic VLSI, Trondheim, Trondheim Fjord, Norway), or other member
of the ATmega series (Atmel Corporation, San Jose, CA, USA), can be equally employed.
Similarly, other integrated modules can be utilized to replicate this instrumentation locally.

3.1.3. Network Layer—Bluetooth Wireless Communications Stage

The Network Layer enables the pH sensor to connect to other devices such as gateways
(e.g., in the form of smartphones or personal computers) or even other sensors. Such
connectivity is characteristic of Industry 4.0 applications. In the instrument described in this
work, a Bluetooth radio version 2.0 (Linvor, Jinan city, Shandong, China, LV-BC-2.0) enables
wireless transmission of pH data, and serves as the Network Layer. The radio, implemented
in a breadboard (Olimex, Plovdiv, Bulgaria, BLE HC-06) for ease of integration, is a Class 2
device, and exhibits a maximum communication range of 10 m [39]. This range is sufficient
for isolated VF applications. However, for distributed VF applications or, more generally,
other Industry 4.0 applications, a Class 1 Bluetooth device can be employed to yield a
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range of 100 m. In fact, for conventional farming, the Bluetooth technology enables a very
desirable feature: Mesh Networks [40]. In such a topology, a rather large area (e.g., 1000 m2)
can be covered with a handful of Bluetooth radios. Any gateway, functioning as part of the
Application Layer, which supports Bluetooth communications, as specified in this section,
can interface with the instrumentation, potentially minimizing deployment challenges
encountered in global Industry 4.0 applications.

3.1.4. Integration of the Portable pH Instrument

Figure 4 displays the layout and a representative picture of our portable pH instrument,
as well as the integration required to enable accurate pH measurements for global VF
applications. To integrate the overall solution six main components are needed: 1. Glass
electrode for pH sensing with standard BNC connector; 2. Signal conditioning module; 3.
Bluetooth communications module; 4. Integration breadboard; 5. Signal acquisition and
processing module; and 6. Power supply.
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Figure 4a provides a detailed integration (i.e., wiring) diagram to ensure adequate sig-
nal processing, as well as the intermediate breadboard needed to assemble the components
that constitute the instrument. Finally, Figure 4b presents a representative picture of the
portable instrument for pH measurements.

3.2. Methods
3.2.1. pH Sensor Characterization

The pH of a solution under study can be determined after a meticulous calibration. In
order to characterize the pH sensor, the potential difference over the two electrodes must
be measured, and related to the hydrogen-ion activity of reference solutions.

Three pH buffer solutions (Mallinckrodt Baker, Hampton, NJ, USA, manufacture
date 31 August 2020) with a 2-year validity certification (at 25 ◦C) and traceable to NIST
standards were used. The standard buffer solutions employed in the calibration of our
instrument were: 1. Biphthalate; 2. Phosphate; and 3. Borate. Correspondingly, the pH and
certified range values for the buffer solutions were 4 [3.96, 4.04]; 7 [6.96, 7.04]; and 10 [9.99,
10.01]. Utilizing the batch information of our buffer solutions, the pH reference values for
our calibration procedure were: 3.99, 6.98, and 10.00.

The characterization method is divided into two phases. In phase one, the sensitivity
of the pH sensor is determined with a conventional voltage meter, such as a multimeter. It
is important to note that the instrument input impedance should be high, and the noise
performance optimally below the mV range for accurate calibration. In phase two, the
signal conditioning stage, as described in this work is employed, in order to quantify
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the modified (i.e., including bias and amplification effects) sensitivity of the pH sensor.
Hereafter, the methods for both phases are described.

Phase I does not include the signal conditioning stage. First, the pH sensor is attached
to the measuring device using the BNC connector. For this phase, a multimeter (Steren,
Ciudad de México, Mexico, MUL-605) is employed to determine the voltage, irrespective
of polarity, as a function of buffer solution. Next, the calibration curve that describes the
linear behavior of the sensor is calculated by using regression techniques. As seen from
Equation (4), the derived slope will serve to relate pH as a function of (sensor) voltage.

In Phase II, the signal conditioning stage is included. Nonetheless, the above method-
ology remains practically the same. One of the differences is that in the first step, the pH
sensor is attached to the signal conditioning module using the BNC connector. Then, the
circuitry of Figure 3 is employed to measure the voltage as a function of buffer solution.
Next, the calibration curve that describes the linear behavior of the sensor is obtained by
employing regression techniques. Here another difference is in place. The pH is still related
to a modified potential difference, which includes the effects of the signal conditioning
stage: bias and amplification. The modified potential difference is obtained by dividing the
output voltage by the gain and subtracting the bias voltage. The derived slope will serve
to relate pH as a function of (instrument) voltage. Finally, it is important to note that, irre-
spective of the calibration method, the overall cleanliness and mechanical stability, while
measuring, of the working electrode are key factors to obtain accurate calibration results.

3.2.2. Preparation of Signal Conditioning, Acquisition, and Transmission

The procedure implemented to utilize the signal conditioning, acquisition, and trans-
mission stages is as follows. First, the wiring of the instrument is performed, as shown
in Figure 4a. It is relevant to note that this step defines the performance of the signal
acquisition stage, if an external voltage is used. In our case, this parameter was set to
5 V using the microcontroller code. Then, the offset voltage of the instrument is tuned
by cautiously adjusting the potentiometer, RV1 in Figure 3, thus accounting for the ADC
configuration previously mentioned. Finally, BLE transmission of sensed data is facilitated
by means of the microcontroller code, which implements two modalities: Calibration and
Measurement. In calibration mode, the user is enabled to characterize the sensor (refer to
Section 3.2.1) by employing the three buffer solutions. The resulting parameters are stored
in the instrument memory for future use. In measurement mode, the instrument acquires
arbitrary voltage values, and converts such information to pH values. pH information is
then sent serially to the Bluetooth radio, which transmits wirelessly the data to a gateway
(i.e., personal computer or smartphone) for further processing.

3.2.3. Methodology to Assess the pH of Arbitrary Solutions

The first step to measure the pH of a selected sample is to perform the calibration of
the probe, refer to Section 3.2.1. Here, sensor cleanliness is crucial. Second, the sensor is
connected to the instrument, and the signal conditioning, acquisition, and transmission
stages are prepared as mentioned in Section 3.2.2. Once this has been performed, the
instrument is ready for measurements. Nevertheless, the sample must be prepared and
the chemical integrity of the same must be ensured. In order to perform pH evaluation,
mechanical stability must be guaranteed. In the discussion section, we elaborate further on
the implications of unstable systems, which are likely to occur in global VF settings.

A simple-to-use interface was implemented, by means of a push-button (S2), to select
the operation modality. A light emitting diode (LED2) is used to indicate operation mode,
and for general user interaction. Once instrument and sample are ready, the user selects an
operation mode, by means of S2, and performs the pH measurement. Such measurement is
then transmitted to the gateway of interest. The microcontroller code and exemplary pH
measurements are available upon request to the authors.
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The microcontroller code and exemplary pH measurements are available upon request
to the authors. Furthermore, calibration code may be found in the Supplementary Materials
section of this work.

4. Results
4.1. Signal Conditioning Characterization

Potential differences with negative and positive polarities will ensue for alkaline and
acidic solutions, respectively. Furthermore, in order to optimize performance, the full
dynamic range of the ADC should be used. This condition implies that the minimum bias
voltage should ideally match the potential difference for the most alkaline solution possible.
Additionally, optimally, the maximum offset value would match the potential difference
for the most acidic sample.

The minimum offset voltage is obtained by selecting the greatest resistance value of
the potentiometer, RV1, in Figure 3. Recalling that a 2.5 V stable source feeds the voltage
divider network, by simple inspection, the minimum bias voltage is determined to be
840 mV. The maximum offset, however, depends not only on the divider network (with a
theoretical value of 2.5 V), but also on the amplifier and acquisition setup. From Figure 3, it
is trivial to anticipate a three-fold gain for the amplification stage. Furthermore, assuming
a conventional ADC configuration with an analog reference voltage VAREF of 5 V, the
maximum input signal will be given by VAREF/GAIN, or quantitatively 1.67 V.

A device exhibiting Nernstian response would have a full detection range of ±414 mV,
centered ideally at 0 V for a neutral pH. In global VF applications, the aforementioned
range denotes theoretical extrema of practically all available sensors.

Combining the effects of bias and electrode response, the signal conditioning charac-
terization is obtained before and after the amplification stage. The minimum theoretical
voltage should be 426 mV before amplification and 1.278 V after. Meanwhile, as stated
above, the maxima have an additional restriction imposed by the ADC. Thus, the maxi-
mum voltage should be 1.67 V before amplification and 5 V after. This analysis serves to
demarcate the working bias range of the signal conditioning stage. Assuming the Nernstian
response, end users can select any offset voltage in the 840–1250 mV range. From this
analysis, we detect an area of improvement; namely, the optimization of the ADC dynamic
range. Such improvement is addressed in the discussion section.

4.2. Sensor Characterization

As described in Section 3.2.1, and shown quantitatively in Figure 5, the pH sensor is
characterized in two phases: Figure 5a, using a multimeter and Figure 5b, employing the
instrumentation described in this work. During the first ten seconds, refer to Figure 5, the
sensor remains outside of the sample, and then the electrode is exposed (i.e., introduced) to
the solution under test. It is important to note that this was performed for both configura-
tions. Then, we let the sensor stabilize and perform the measurements for a period of 60 s,
while acquiring data every 0.25 s. Table 1 presents, for both sensor characterization phases,
the statistical measures obtained for voltage and pH after the aforementioned 60 s period.

Table 1. Statistical parameters derived from pH sensor characterizations: Phase I and Phase II.

Phase I. Multimeter ** Phase II. Instrumentation **

pH * E{V} [mV] *** E{V} [V] σ{V} [V]

4 164.74302 3.04761449 0.000487422
7 4.48031 2.5272936 0.000456076
10 −166.07790 2.01269855 0.000459554

* The certified (Batch/Product Numbers: B38W00/5657, B35W06/5656, and B35W00/5655) pH values of the
buffer solutions utilized in this work were 3.99, 6.98, and 10.00. The systematic uncertainty of the pH of buffer
solutions establishes a limit in the precision (in the 0.01 range) of pH measurements that can be achieved with this
method. ** Here, E{V} and σ{V} stand for expected value and standard deviation of random variable V, which
represents the measured voltage or electrical potential in mV or V. *** The measurement range for the voltage
meter was set to automatic, and did not surpass ±400 mV. From the manufacturer datasheet, the precision of the
readings is expected to be 0.5% within this range.
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As noted in Section 4.1, from Table 1 and Figure 5, we confirm that, for our sensor, the
response to neutral pH solutions is practically centered at 0 V. Additionally, for the configu-
ration of the instrument, the bias voltage was measured to be 840 mV. Thus, the expected
quantitative voltage for a neutral solution, at the instrument output, is straightforwardly
determined to be 2.52 V, which matches precisely the measured value.

Considering that the instrument will bestow information comparable to that shown in
Table 1, the calibration curve is obtained by performing a linear regression to this data. In
Equation (5), the linear regression is presented. Furthermore, in Figure 6, we depict the
calibration curve for our pH sensor.

pH = −5.791 Vout + 21.647 (5)

where Vout represents the output instrument voltage in [V].
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In Section 3.1.2, the importance of the instrument impedance to obtain accurate
measurements was emphasized. Additionally, in the design proposed in this work,
we placed special emphasis on this respect. In fact, the multimeter datasheet (Steren,
Ciudad de México, Mexico, MUL-605) reports an input impedance of 10 MΩ, which is
significantly lower than the impedance in our proposal. By carefully following the proce-
dure for Phase II, described in the preceding section, the instrument (without offset and
amplification effects) sensitivity can be calculated. This information is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical sensitivity parameters derived from pH sensor characterization: Phase II.

Phase II. Instrumentation *

pH E{V} [mV]

4 173.666667
7 0
10 −171.666667

* Here, E{V} is the expected value of a random variable V, which represents the measured voltage in mV.

A device exhibiting Nernstian response would have a detection range of ±177 mV,
ideally centered at 0 V, for a pH range of ±3 units. Comparing the theoretical Nernstian
response to the values presented in Table 2, a maximum deviation of 6 mV for the proposed
instrument is observed. Moreover, translating the information presented in Table 2 to the
sensitivity metric (i.e., voltage per single pH unit [mV/pH]), it is simple to demonstrate a
measured (average) sensitivity of 57.56 [mV/pH]. Comparing this value to the Nernstian
response, see Equation (3), the instrument sensitivity is 1.6 units below the reference
parameter. By simple mathematical calculation this represents a 97.3% percent “compliance”
with respect to the optimal Nernstian response. It is, thus, concluded that the proposed
pH sensor characterization described in this work may enable the creation of a precise and
portable instrument for global VF applications requiring pH measurements.

4.3. Accurate pH Measurements for Global Industry 4.0 and Vertical Farming Applications

In order to validate the accuracy of our portable instrumentation, as intended for global
VF (and Industry 4.0) applications, a laboratory grade pH device (Ohaus Corporation,
Parsippany, NJ, USA, AB33M1) was selected as gold standard. Thirteen samples with
varying pH values were utilized. For every measurement, a rigorous process involving
cleanliness, temperature stability, calibration, and mechanical stability of the probe was
implemented. Figure 7 depicts the results of the instrument presented in this work to enable
accurate pH measurements for global Industry 4.0 and VF applications. In order to ensure
global VF applicability, the cost of the device is important. In our case, the cost (uelectronics)
of the instrument was ~60 USD. In contrast, the gold standard costs ~715 USD (Viresa); i.e.,
~11.5× more expensive. Thus, our solution is cost-effective, portable, and accurate.

Using the information depicted in Figure 7, the average and median absolute devia-
tions (reference minus measured pH) are 0.057 and 0.063 pH units, respectively. Meanwhile,
the standard deviation of the absolute deviation is 0.03 pH units. For the acidic substance
exhibiting the lowest pH value, the maximum relative error is 5%. In contrast, alkaline
substances have relative errors that are as low as 0.3%. Figure 7 depicts error bars that
describe the absolute deviations of measured and reference data. As noted before, various
error bars are not easily distinguishable due to instrumentation performance. In any case,
the accuracy and applicability of the proposed instrument is clearly established.
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Figure 7. The performance of the portable instrumentation for pH measurements is established by
comparing our results to those of a reference instrument (Ohaus, AB33M1). The solutions utilized for
this experiment, in ascending order of pH value, commencing from the most acidic one, are given as
follows: a. Lemon juice, b. Cola soda, c. Vinegar, d. Orange juice, e. Beer, f. Coffee, g. Tea, h. Milk, i.
Tap water, j. Human saliva, k. Hand soap, l. Sodium hypochlorite, and m. Sodium hydroxide.

5. Discussion

Various research groups have proposed different systems for pH sensing. Table 3
presents a comparison of sensor features, including pH sensitivity and range, application area,
cost, and portability, as required for global applications. This analysis serves to present the
results of this work in the light of previous advances reported in the scientific literature.
The features of the laboratory grade apparatus, which was employed as gold standard, are
also included for completeness.

Table 3. Comparison of pH sensor features as required for global applications.

pH Sensing
Materials

pH
Range

pH
Sensitivity

Application
Area

Cost
(USD) Portable Global

Access Ref.

CuO Nanorods 5–8.5 0.64 µF/pH at 50 Hz Biological, Food, Medicine,
Agriculture N/A No No [28]

Graphite-polyurethane
composite
(Ag|AgCl)

5–9 −11.13 ± 5.8 mV/pH Health Monitoring * N/A N/A N/A [29]

EGFET
(ZnO|Ag|ZnO) 2–12 0.62 µA1/2/pH Health Monitoring N/A N/A N/A [31]

Glass electrode
(Pd|PdO) N/A 51 mV/pH Laboratory Instruction $50 ** Yes No ** [24]

Carbon fiber thread
electrodes coated with
self-healing polymers

(Ag|AgCl and Pt wire)

3.89–10.09 58.28 mV/pH Health Monitoring and
Disease Diagnostics N/A Yes No [27]

Sol–gel-entrapped 10.2–12 N/A Cementitious materials N/A N/A N/A [25]

TiN-gate ISFET 4–10 53.98 mV/pH Medicine and Biological
Industries N/A N/A N/A [41]

Ohaus AB33M1
(Ag|AgCl) 1–14 N/A Not restricted $715 No No [TW]

***
Glass electrode

(Ag|AgCl) 2–14 57.56 mV/pH Not restricted $60 Yes Yes [TW]
***

* The device was originally reported for sweat monitoring applications. ** Reported cost refers to hardware
electronics, the design of which is intended for a laboratory setting and would require modularity to enable global
adoption. *** TW = This Work.
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As seen from the data in Table 3, most of the end applications are related to biological
areas. Additionally, a crucial aspect is that measurement range are limited, and that sensors
have been designed, developed, and implemented for specific tasks. In contrast, it is
clear from Table 3 that the instrumentation described in this work provides the features of
accuracy, measurement range, portability, cost-efficiency, and adaptability, necessary to address
global Vertical Farming and Industry 4.0 pH sensing challenges. Nonetheless, some systems,
such as those reported by Rasheed et al. [31] and Jin et al. [24], exhibit similar characteristics
in terms of measuring range or cost (i.e., specific features needed for global adoption).
Having a single instrument that can offer the complete set of features needed for global
adoption is a key contribution of this work.

The instrumentation described in this work enables precise determination of the pH,
with an expected absolute deviation of 0.06 pH units and a standard deviation of 0.03 pH
units. The precision required of pH measurements is intrinsically related to the task under
consideration. For instance, in the field of hydroponic farming (hydroponics is an advanced
technique for plant and vegetable production that utilizes water instead of soil as growing
matrix [42], implementable in a Vertical Farming setting), the pH level must be maintained
in the 5.5 to 6.8 range [42]. Furthermore, the detection of minor changes in the pH level
significantly impacts water quality, and thus, the main nutrients of these systems. The
instrument presented in this work enables accurate detection of pH variations of 0.1 pH
units, with a 68% confidence interval, for hydroponic farming. Hereafter, a brief discussion
of the sources of uncertainty, within our instrument, is presented for those applications
requiring more stringent pH control.

First, with respect to the actual sensor, the efficiency of the electrode can degrade
due to the manufacturing process (better vs worse quality), glass membrane, reference
cables (e.g., electrical interference or RF coupling), and especially maintenance. A decrease
in performance has been validated, by our group, if the electrode is poorly maintained
(i.e., cleaned). To counteract this problem, the calibration, as described in this work, was
implemented. More concretely, in order to ensure accurate readings, the calculation of the
sensor “compliance” metric, is advisable. For the case reported in this work, such a metric
was demonstrated to be 97.3%.

Next, the impact of Signal Conditioning and Acquisition stages, which are closely in-
terrelated, is addressed. In the current version of the pH instrument, refer to Section 4.1;
the offset voltage is fixed to its minimum value of 840 mV. This places a restriction on the
usable detection range of the ADC to 48%; namely, from 1.32 to 3.73 V (corresponding to
pH values from 14 to 0 units). Figure 8 depicts a two-step approach to significantly improve
the signal conditioning circuitry. First, the feedback resistor, R7, can be substituted (e.g.,
10 kΩ) to set the amplification factor to a different value (e.g., GAIN = 2), and the analog
reference voltage can be set to 2.56 V. By implementing this first step, the usable detection
range of the ADC becomes 65%; that is 0.83–2.51 V. Second, the minimum offset voltage
of the divider network can be reduced to a different value (e.g., 420 mV). This is achieved
by replacing the fixed resistor, R1, with a 2 kΩ component. By selecting the amplification
factor correctly, the usable detection range can be optimized to 98% (i.e., in the 0–2.52 V
range), which is approximately a two-fold improvement.

As noted throughout this work, the expected magnitude of the detected signal will
approximate the Nernstian response, with a maximum of 59.16 mV per pH. For our
instrument, the measured sensitivity was demonstrated to be 57.56 [mV/pH]. Thus, a
difference of 10 mV in the sensor signal implies a variation of ~0.175 pH units. Various
sources can induce voltage variations of this magnitude, including the communications
and ADC stages.

The Network Layer, or wireless communications stage, is not only necessary to enable
transport of pH information, but rather indispensable to minimize coupling and/or layout
effects in the instrumentation. In fact, pH information could also be sent to a personal
computer (or smartphone) by means of wired (e.g., serial) communications. However,
voltage variations on the 10 mV range due to coupling errors are commonly encountered
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in wired communications. As noted before, such variations would induce an error that is
almost twice the value of the instrument accuracy.
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Figure 8. The signal conditioning stage can be improved by optimizing the usable detection range of
the ADC. We propose to modify the feedback resistor and the (fixed) voltage divider network resistor
to improve the performance by a two-fold factor: from 48 to 98% usable detection range.

Moreover, the evaluation of the dynamic range of the ADC is important because this
establishes a minimum detectable voltage (i.e., pH). Thus, the measurement of potentials
below a certain threshold is not plausible, and the system is said to be ADC-limited.
Furthermore, various deviations inhibit ideal performance of ADCs. The absolute accuracy
of an ADC serves to quantify: gain error, offset deviations, differential error, non-linearity,
and quantization error. The ideal value of the absolute accuracy is ±0.5 LSB.

In our instrument, a 10-bit ADC (Atmel Corporation, San José, CA, USA, ATmega328P)
is utilized with a reference conversion voltage of 5 V and a typical absolute accuracy of
±2.2 LSB. This implies a minimum detectable voltage of 4.88 mV, with ideal and typical
absolute accuracies of ±2.44 mV and ±10.74 mV, respectively. As is the case with other
deviation metrics, statistical methods can be utilized to reduce these errors.

The mean sensitivity of our instrument can be obtained from the absolute values of
Table 2, and is equal to 172.67 [mV/pH]. This maps directly to the usable conversion range
of the ADC, which is 2.41 V, over the full range of pH values. Therefore, we expect the
minimum detectable pH value to be 0.028 units, with ideal and typical absolute accuracies
of ±0.014 pH units and ±0.062 pH units, respectively. From this analysis and the results
presented in this work, we can conclude that the current instrument design is ADC-limited.
A straightforward improvement in the instrument can be implemented by using ADCs
with greater dynamic ranges. For instance, the STM32L041 (STMicroelectronics, Grenoble,
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, France) incorporates a 12-bit ADC, which would reduce by a four-
fold factor the minimum detectable voltage, improving absolute accuracy proportionally.
In such a setup, the minimum detectable pH increment would be 0.007 units, with ideal
and typical absolute accuracies of ±0.0035 pH units and ±0.015 pH units, respectively.

Global (conventional and Vertical Farming) solutions are necessary worldwide. Such
systems need to be robust in order to ensure adoption. Even in a controlled laboratory
setting mechanical instabilities are readily recognized, refer to Figure 5. Due to the fact
that minimal increments in sensor readings convert into significant pH variations, such
instabilities impact significantly the recovered values. Our group has recently proposed an
artificial intelligence (AI) approach to compensate for these types of scenarios [43,44].

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, the implementation of a cost-effective and portable instrument, which
enables accurate pH measurements for global Vertical Farming applications, has been de-
scribed. By performing a well-designed calibration of the sensor, near Nernstian response,
in this case 57.56 [mV/pH], was demonstrated. The instrumentation was compared to
a laboratory gold standard, which is at least ten times more expensive, and was shown
to be accurate in determining the pH of substances in the 2–14 range. Furthermore, the
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instrument yields precise pH results with an average absolute deviation of 0.06 pH units
and a standard deviation of 0.03 pH units. Compared to previous research efforts, the
instrumentation is unique because it incorporates a three-layer IoT architecture with Percep-
tion, Network, and Application Layers. Additionally, the design is optimal for worldwide
adoption by consisting of four modular stages: sensing, signal conditioning, signal acquisi-
tion, and communications. The design of the instrument was shown to be ADC-limited,
with a minimum detectable value of 0.028 pH units, and a typical absolute accuracy of
±0.062 pH units. In order to overcome this limitation, a means to improve performance
was presented by meticulously designing the bias and amplification circuitry of the signal
conditioning stage, and by optimizing the signal acquisition section of the instrument. The
next steps in our research include the implementation of an AI algorithm to detect and
compensate for mechanical instabilities of the instrument, and to incorporate other critical
sensors, such as total dissolved solids meters, for VF applications.

Supplementary Materials: The calibration code information can be downloaded at: https://pabellon.
tecnm.mx/LIA/productos_generados.html#Trabajos_realizados (accessed on 30 June 2022).
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